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                                   Abstraet

    This paper describes the economical process of preduction of thorium and uranium salts
from crude thorium-uranium hydrexide derived frern monazite by the solvent extraction. This
process obtained as an experimental result consists of the following operatiens: (1) crude
thorium-uranium cake is dissolved in nitric acid ; (2) beth thorium and uranium are extracted
with tributyl phosphate frorn nitric acid solution, and refining thorium-uranium hydrexide is
precipitated; (3) hydrexide cal<e is dissolved in hydrochloric acid and uranium alone is ex-
tracted with tributyl phosphate frorn hydrochloric acid solution; (4) uraninm in stripping
solution is precipitated as natrium uranate with caustic soda; (5) after thorium in raMnate
being precipitated as carbonate, thorium carbonate is dissolved in nitric acid and converted
into thoriurn nitrate crystal. This process has a characteristics that the extraction and the

separation of thorium and uranium can be carried eut with the same solvent only by the
conversion of the kind of acid, and also it offers some advaRtages that the products by this
method is superior in quality and more cheap in cost to those by the conventional oxalate-
carbonate method. This process has been adopted in the industry of thorium and uranium
as one of the refining processes of these metals since 1956, in Japan.

                                 Intreduetien

    In Japan, the refiniRg technique of thorium salts from monazite have progressed
with the increasing demand of thorium nitrate which is used in the gas-mantle
industry. Several years ago, the production of thorium nitrate was carried out by
the allgali carbonate-hydrogen-peroxide method from a crgde thorigm oxalate cake.
For the Iast few years, the refining of thorium and uranium by a solvent extractioni,2)

or ion-exchange method3) has been studied widely. It has been recognized that the
industrial application of these methods has some advantages of the more purity and
the more cost-down as compared wkh the products of the conventional process.
Accordingly, in Japan the study of thorium salt produc#ion process frem monazite
has been directed to the development of these techniques. The purpose of this
research described in this paper is to seek for the best condition of the process
which produces thorium nitrate and natrium uranate from the crude thorium-uranium
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hydrexide derived from monazite by the solvent extraction, and to establish a series
of ruRs of the precess.
    The first step in the trelatment of monazite is the decomposition of the mineral.

For that purpese, two metheds have been developed in japanese industry. The
first method consists of attacking the mineral with concentrated sulfuric acid, and
this method has been adopted most widely. Many studies`,5) of the separation
process of thorium, uranium and rare earths from this acid solution have been
developed and the author also has once described the suifuric acid-pyrophosphate
method6) as a typical process. The second method7) of the treatment consists of
attacking the monazite with sodium hydroxide, and transforming the mineral into
watersoluble trisodium phosphate and mixed hydroxides of the rare earth elements
and of thorium. In this method, thorium and uranium can be separated almost
cornpletely from the rare earth elements by the selective precipitation of hydroxide.
    In this paper the author restricts the content of this study to the production
teclmique of commercial grade thorium nitrate and sodium uranate, starting from
the cyude thorium-uranium hydroxide obtained by the alkaline process or by the
acid process of monazite decomposition, and refers the production process of the
crude thorium-uranium hydroxide cal<e from monazite to the ether literature. This
study was done in Mar. 1956, and the outline oÅí its contents was reported at the
Annual Meeting of the Mineralogical Society of Japan on June 5, 1956.

                                Raw material

    The chemical composition of the crude thorium-uranium hydrexide cakes obtained,
on an industrial scale, by the alkallne and acid processes of monazite decomposition
is shown in Table 1.

              Table 1. Composition of crude thorium-uranium hydroxide.

monazite decomposition
       method

aikaiine process I acid process

NSo-m"Jo'n"6'n't"""""'------.Wwh (i) I (2) I (3) l (i) (2) i (3)

         ThO, l 31.2o 3z.g6 ' 34.17 37.ss [ 36.s6 I 36.7o
         U30s 2.36 1.82I 2.23 2.04 2.94 2.58         R203 4.44 3.s6I 4.e7I 1.s2 1.6o 1.7o
                                                  i         \?623 :g: ?gs gga gggiss3i}27s
         P20s                           1.16                                    1.57                                             1.32                                                      2.34 I                                                               2.06                                                                        1.72
         ee2. ,g gg ,g ggl ,g :gi ,i S6l ,: 2gi ,! 2g

[Treatmentll

   Alkaline process-a finely crushed monazite sand was treated with 370% caustic soda at
140eC for 2 hrs. The mixture was next immersed in hot water and filtered. After the cake
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had been dissolved in conc hydrochloric acid, the aÅëid solution was nentralized until pH 5.8
with dilute caustiÅë soda solution. The recovery of the precipitate which has oÅëcurred was
carried out by a series of thrice filtrations and twice washings.

    Acid processG)-monazite sand was treated with conc sulfuric acid at 2500C for 2 hrs.
The mixture was extracted with water. (Jranyl in the solution was next reduced to uranous
state by the immersion of aluminium and the dissolutiQn of sodium hyposulfite. To it was
added sodium pyrophosphate, Then, the precipitate was filtered and washed. After the
pyrophosphate cake has been heated with caustic soda solution until 1200C. The mixture
was immersed in hot water, filtered and washed.

                         ExperimenS and Diseussion

(I) Outline of method

    The process which has been developed as a result ef the investigation involves
the followlng operations:

( i ) disso}ution of crude thorium-uraniurn hydroxide ln nitric acid, and removal of
     insoluble material by filtration.

(iD extraction of thorium and ureanium with tributyl phosphate, and precipitation
     of refined thorium-uranium hydroxide from stripping solution.
(iii) dissolution of hydroxide in hydrochloric acid, and extraction of uranium with

     tributyl phosphate.
(iv) precipitatien of scdium uranate by the sedium carbonate-caustic sada method
     from stripping solution.
(v) preclpitation of pure thorium carbonate from rathnate and crystallization of
     thorium nitrate from its nitric acid solution.

    This precess was carried out first in the synthetic sarcple on a smal! scale and
subsequently on a large scale (51cg of Th02/1 lot) in pilot-plant equipment.

(II) Laberatory study

    (i) Extraction of thorium nitrate and uranyl nitrate wiSh tributyl phosphate.
    As a specific density of solvent, a metal distribution ceeMcient in solvent and a
aqueous phase quantity into solvent are influenced by the kinds of diluent in tributyl
phosphate, the selectioR of diluent is an important work which should be carried
ou# before the experiment of solvent extraction. It has been recognized by the
results of the examination8) that when kerocen, benzen, toluen and carbon tetrachloride

are used as diluent of TBP, the uranium metal distribution coeMcients are increased
according to the cabove arrangement of the diluents. .But kerocen which has the
most high boiling point and is more stable compound has been generally used as
the diluent of TBP in a industrial process. Therefore, the author used kerocen in
this process. For the TBP concentration in TBP-kerocen system of this process
the author adopted 30 per cent in vo}ume, which has been shown in several books.
    The methed of the extraction test is as fellows; (1) both test solution and
solvent are transferred into a separating funnel; (2) the funnel is immersed in
thermo-hygrostat at 200C for 30 minutes; (3) the Åíunnel is next shaked for 3
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minutes and settled for 10 minutes; (4) two phases ef solvent and aqueous solution
are separated ; (5) a stripping precess is carried out three times with water. The
distribution ceefficient and extraction ratio cf thorium, uranium, acid etc., were
caiculated from their contents in raMnate and in stripping solution.
    The each metal concentration in synthetic solution for solvent extraction was
prepared in cenformity with the compositien ef crude thorium-ura.nium concentrate
(Table 1) and their concentration was adjusted to tliorium, 100g of Th02, uranium,
iOg U30s, rare earth metals, 10--•.30g R203, iron, 10-v2Gg Fe,O,, ancl phesphorus
10-v30g P20s per litre as a standard.
    The impertant .facters which infiuence the extractioR ratio and the purity ef
thorium nitrate apud uranyl nitrate in a tributyl phosphate extractioll are a con-
centration of salting out 3gent, a metal concentratlon in feed, a volume ratio ef
solvent to feed, an extraction temper.ftture, a condition of stripping and back washing

etc. The following experiments were carried out for tke determination of the best
condition of each ef the above-mentiened facters.

    (1) Effect of nitric acid concentratiop.
    When nitric acid was ttsed as sa}ting out agent, the distribution coefficients of

thorium and uranium accompanying the vtariation of nitric acid concentration in
feed were sought, ap"d the best acid concentration fGr the extraction of these metals

was decided from these di$tribuigion coefficients.

    First, by means of shaking with 10c.c. of 2-viOM-nitric acid and 10c.c. of
solvent, the amount of nitric acid transferred into solvent was determined, and
nex# 10c.c. of 2--6M-nitric acid soiution containing thorium, 100g Th02/l and
                                             uranium, 10g lj3Qgll severa]ly, was
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Fig. 1. Distribution coefficient of nitrate of Th
 and U and solttble quantity of HN03 in solvent
 at TBP extraction in nitric acid soltttion to
  various nitriÅë acid con.Åëentration.

extracted. These distribution coe-
Mcients calcu]ated from the severa}

above experiments are shown in
Fig. 1.

    According to Fig. 1, it is re-
cognized that the distribution coe-
fficients of therium and uranium
increase with the increase of nitric

acid concentration, and at the acid

concentration of mere than 4M,
the increase ratio of distribution
coefficient per 1)tgl-nitric acid de-
cre.ftses and at 5--6M, it shows almost

a maxi!num value. At more than
4M, the higher the acid concentra-
ticn is, the smaller the gradient of

nitric 3cid contents in solvent is.
A following reason is presumed as
an explanatien of this fact. The
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increase of nitric acid concentration in feed ensues the increase of undissociated
[Th(N03),] and [UO,(NO,)2] which form with TBP Th(NO,),•4TBP and U02(N03)2'
2TBP by a common ion effect owing to the increase of [N03], but the increase
of p.itric acid cop_centr.ation in feed cnlso causes consequently the increase of undis-

sociated [HN03] which forms HN03-TBP with TBP. Therefore, TBP which should
be combini_ed with thorium and uraninm is consumaed by this reaction. As a resalt
of the cancel of these opposite pheRomena, the distributien coethcient of thoriurn

and uranium becomes a maximum value at 6M-nitric acid concentration in feed.
Accordingly, it is desirable that nitric acld cencentration in feed is adjusted to 6M.

However, it is desirable industrially to adopt 4M for acid concentration in feed,
considering the relation between nitric acid quantities used to raise the acid con-
centrate and extracted qgantities of thorium aRd uranium.

    (2) Effect of metal concentration in feed
    In a batch solvent extraction, an extraction ratio ef thorium and uraRium is
infiuenced by the concentration of these rnetals in feed. In order to determine this
relationship, IOc.c. of 4M-nitric acid solution which contains the various quantities

of thorium and uranium w-as extractecl by 'X'BP of an equal volume te the aqueous
solution. These experimental results are shown in Table 2.

            Table 2. Distribution coeMcient and extraction ratio of nitrate
                    of Th and U to variable metal Åëoncentration in feed.

uramum
U02EN.?6R2,>\)feedl dggtrRP,u,gkan I g:,rscElÅí,g

thorium

Th(N03)4 in feed
__ (ThOeg/l)

distribution
coeMcient

extraction
ratio (0/o)

                                       50 1.95 le 29.7 96.73
                                       62 I 1.60 30 24.1 96.02 50 I 21.2 9s.sO 7s I 1.3s
,gg igg, igg3gl igs i g.gg
2se i 3.os 7s.31 i 2oo l o.6o

f
I
I
I
I
F
E
l

66.10

6!.54

57.45

49,50

42.86

37.50

    As shown in Table 2, the extraction ratio aRd distribution Åëoeficient of thorium

and uranium decrease according te the increase of these metal contents in feed.
The distribution coedicient of uranium shows the value rising one place in com-
parison with that ef therium, and the cencentration ef uranium, on the contrary, is
usually one place lower than that of therium. Accordingly, ln this case it is not
always necess3ry to consi(ler the uranium cop_centration in feed, because it exists
in constant proportioft to the thorium cencentratien.

    In aR adoption of a batch extrtactien, it is not desiral]le industrially to lower
the thorium concentration owing to tlae yise of production cost per unit, even if
extraction ratio of it increases. The extraction ratio of thorium in the actual process

is usually required more than 809of. It is determined from the value in Table 2
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that the thorium concentration in feed, which is able to reach this value by a
limited multiple extraction, is 100g of The2/l of feed, in maximum. This thorium
concentration was adopted in the subsequent experiment.

    (3) Effect of volume ratio of solvent to feed.
    As the process of solvent extraction, there are two methods: oRe ls a batch
extraction, the other is a continuous extraction. The continuous extraction is fit
for such material of relatively srnaller distribution ceefficient as thorium, but at
the present when the demand of thorium is little, the batch extraction method is
desirable for thorium extraction owing to the low price of equipment. Therefore,
the batch extraction method was adopted in the following eXperiments. In the
batch extraction, both the voiume ratio of solvent to feed and the number of times
of multiple extraction are the important factors which have much infiuence upon
the extraction ratio of thorium and uranlum. A volume ratio required to obtain
the desirable metal extraction ratio was sought experimental}y, and it can be
calculated by the following formula.

              Ferg•/Faq•T--b-uiO_,.) S'511te,\gg,a,C,"L??..raggO,m,i..t

   Fig. 2 shows the extraction ratlo of each metal sought by means of sh.akiRg on
100c.c. of 4M-nkric acid solutien containing thorium, 100g Th02/l, uranium leg
                                       Xi3Qsfl and rare earth metals, 10g
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Fig. 2. Extraction rati6 of nitrate of Th,U
 and R.E. to various volume ratio (solvent/feed)
 at TBP extraction in nitric acid selution.

R203/l respectiveiy with TBP under
the variable volume ratio eÅí selvent
to feed, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 ••• 3.5. From Fig.

2, it is found'that the extraction ratio

of thorium and uranium are neariy
constant at voiume ratio more than 3,
but the extraction ratio of rare earths

increases in proportion to the increqse
of the volume ratio.

   The experiment seeking for the
reiation between the repeated times
of extractioil and the extractlon ratio
of thorium, uranium, etc., was carried
out with 100c.c. of 4M-nitric acid
solution containing thorium (IOOg
Th02/l), uranium (10g U30s/l) and
rare earths (10g R203/l) together,
viii' th TBP, whose volume ratio to the
solution is 2. Before 2nd ancl 3rcl
extraction, nitric acid was added for
the adjustment of acid conceplltration,

in raffinate. This results is shown
in Table 3.
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3. Extraction ratio of nitrate of Th, V and R.E. to the
   of times of multiple extraction at TBP extraction.

number

179

a number of times
  of extraction

1

I lst ext. 2nd ext. 3rd ext.

kindofnitrate kftfii'giW8$}`'E2.;,',O WÅíeg}tlE9)P.i8 :iW8i,g3"

thorium (Th02) I 3.0 l 6.403

   " }) i 4.0I6.622
                      'uraniurn (U30e) 4.0 I o.972e
rare earths (R203) i 4D l o.0193

I 64.03

• 66.22
'

l 97.20
i i.93

2.os3 I 2o.s3 I o.s34

2.324 :       23.24             0.461
o.o23e 2.3o o.oo31
O.0185 1.85 i O.0175

I
i
i

i
1
l

ratio
(91o)

 5.34

 4.61

 0.31

 1.75

tQtal

weight
 (g)
8.990

9.405

0.9981

O.0553

ratio
(%)
89.90

94.05

99.81

 5.53

    FrQm the results of Fig. 2 and Table 3, it is advisable that the volume ratio of
TBP to feed is adopted in the xange 2iv3, on account of the facts that the thorium
extraction ratio increases with the increase of volume raÅíio of TBP to feed, but
the increase of thorium extraction ratio has the limit as above mentioned, and
that the increase of impurity metal extraction ratio and the decrease of treatment
amount of one lot occur accompanying the increase of volume ratio. Then, it is
recognized that twice extractions with TBP, whose volume ratio to the solution is
from 2 to 3, is at least required to secure the thorium extraction ratio, more than

80 per cent as above mentioned. •
    (4) Effect of impurity in crude thorium concentrate
    The elernents which are contained relatively much iB crude thorium cake and
infuence the solvent extraction of tliorium and uranium, are phosphorus, iron and
rare earth elements. The presence of
phosphorus impedes the solvent extrac-
tion of thorium and uranium, but this
negative action of phosphorus is some-
what restrained by ferric iron in feed.
A part of iron and rare eartlt metals is

extracted by TBP and the purjty of
thorium and uranium extracted deterio-
rates in consequence of the admixture
of these elemefits.

    Phosphorus-the relation between
thorium extraction ratio and phosphoric
acid concentration in aqueous solution,
was sought, using 50c.c. of 4M-nitric acid

solutien which contains both thorium,
200g of Th02/l, and variable amounts
of P20s, by the twice extractions with
TBP whose volume ratio to the solution
is 2. These results are shevvTn in Fi' g.
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    Accord}ng to it, the thorium extraetion ratio decresses in proportion to the
increase of P20,/Th02 and it is shown that the thorium extraction ratio when
thorium contains P20s, P20s/The2 4.0.o" decreases 10.0.o/ of that when it does not
contains P20s; when thorium contains P20s, P20,/Th02 20.0of it decrease 509oi of the
later ratio. The contamination of P20, in this raRge is generally seen in the crude
thorium-uranium -hydroxide cake. Though thls effect can be minimized by ferric
nitrate iil feed, the crude thorium hydroxide for solvent extraction should be kept
iow in phosphorus coRtent.
    Iron and rare earth elements-on 100c.c. of 3M-nitric acid solution coRtaining
the variable quantities of iron and rare earth elements respectively, the extraction
quantities of these metals were souglat with 300c.c. of TBP by twice extractions.
These results are shown in Table 4.

          Table 4. Extraction quantities of nitrates of Fe and R.E. to variable
                  metal concentyations in feed at TBP extraction.

rare earth elements lrOll

 }geg(9,0R);oC, l (igt) ei`rai2`.,eg)R203 E.,t.)i 1iaj,e,eF)g,8, eEt) eXiraCi2e.,dd)Fe2maOl3E.g.)i

    1.000 I O.e247 I O.0277 O.0524 0.500 ' O.0126 l O.0112                                                                       O.0238
    2.000 l o.Os21 I o.0444 o.o96s 1.ooo o.o194 l o.oL6s                                                                       O.0362
    3.000 l 0.1014 l, 0.1192                                                     O.0311 O.e291                                                                       O.0602                                0.2206 2.000
...s+ gog. I g•22sg I.o•14?e . ot47i7 l... f•99.9. .... 0•09iM...9:9.e99 ...9.;l9.1.l.

    Iron content m feed is variable in the above range according to lecalities of
monazite sand and rare earths content is also variabie by the separating technique
of thorium at crude thorium-uranium hydroxide production. Since the more quanti-
ties of iron and rare earths in feed increase, the more extracted quantities of
these metal$ increase, it is desirable to reduce the quantities of iron and rare
earths in crude hydroxide to as little enes as possible, even these elements can be
removed by means of back-washing, fractional precipitation or followiiig soivent
extraction.

    (5) Stripping condition
    Stripping .process of 'I'BP phase which recovers thorium and uranium was
ccarrie(l out with water. An effect ef stripping on batch extraction process is in-
fiuenced both by the number of times of stripping and by a volume ratlo of water
to TBP. After IOOc.c. ef 4M-nitric acid soiution containing IOg of Th02, lg of
U30s, 2g of R203 arid 2g ef Fe203 respectively had been extracted with 300c.c. of
TBP, the soivent was stripped three times with 300c.c. of water apiece. The
result of their metal stripping r'atie at each time is shown in Fig. 4. According
to Fig. 4, by once stripping, more than 80.% of thorium, rare earths and iron is
stripped but nearly complete recovery of uranium at ieast requires thrice strippings.
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The stripping facility of each
metal has the inverse relation to

the magnitude of distribution
coethcient.

    In order te seek Åíhe best in-

dustrial condition of stripping,

after the extraction had been
carried out by the abeve men-
tioned process with the solution

containing thorium (leOg Th02/l)

and uranium (10g U30s/l) to-
gether, the stripped metal quan-

tities were sought by treating

with the variable volume of
stripping water at each strip-
ping. This results are shown i"
Tabie 5.

          Table 5. Stripping ratio of
                  of stripping water.
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         A number of times of stripping

   Fig. 4. Stripping raeio of nitrate of Th, U, Fe
     and R.E., to a number ef times of stripping
     at TBP extraction.
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      '
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3

4

5

6
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1

2

i

1

2

2

2nd l-
thorium (Th02)

stripped rnetal

           uranium (U30s)
(g) l (.o/e)

]

I
l

i
i

o

o

1

2

1

2

6.096

7.206

7.545

7.532

7.534

7.554

80.6

95.3

99.8

99.6

99.7

99.9

(g) l (%)

  l

i
-.---S--

i
I l

I

0.195

0.454

e.676

0.849

0862
0.920

20.0

46.3

69.0

86.7

88.0

93.9

   thoriurn content (Th02 7.560g) and uranium content (U30s 0.980g) in solvent.

    Although the sudicient stripping of thorium and uranium, especially of uranium

is obtained with large vo}ume of water and by twice strippings as at test 6, the

remarkable increase of the extracted volume is undesirable from the indtistrlal
standpoint. In an industrial stripping process, a satisfactory result is obtained by

carrying out with water, water/TBP. 2, at lst stripping and water/TBP. 1, at 2nd.

Although the stripping of uranium is not sufficient, the loss of uranium can be

disregarded since unstripped uranium in TBP is transferred to the next lot extrac-

tion as the result of the recycle of TBP.
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    (6) Recovery of tJhorium and artanium as hydroxide from extracted solution

    In this study, thorium an.d uranium in extracted so}ution were precipitated as
hydroxide with ammenia fer the purpase of the remove of nitrate ion wkich
interferes wkh the succeeding [lrBP extractioR in hydrochloric acid solution. By
raisipg the pK of the solutien to 6.0:irO.2, more than 999o' of theri'um and uranium
is precipitated but the reduced rare earths do not yet begin theoretical}y the
precipitatioR at this pi'I. Accordingly, the rare earths which are extracted with
thorium and uranium by solvent can be separated frem thorium ancl uranium by
the fraetional precipitation. The small amount of rare earths, laowever, remaines
in the thoriurn-uranium hydroxide by the absorption reaction.

    <iD Separation of uranyl chloride and thorium chlorkle by tributyl phosphate
extraction

    For the separation method of thorium ancl uranium, an oxalic acid method9)
which sepayetes thorium as precipitate from Liranitim solution with oxalic acid, and
an ioR-exchange methed3) which applies the difference ef absorption capacity of
these carbonate comeplex ions to anion resin, have been carried out and reperted.
Though the fermer method has been adoptecl wiclely since the development of
thorium industry, this is not a best industria} method for the precluction of thorium

nitrate, because it requlres many operations to change the thorium oxalate into its

hydroxide. The latter inethod is studied on a laboratery scale of late and not yet

adopted for an industrial process. The attthor investigated the method by which
uranimm alene is extracted into TBP and thorium is ieft in raffinate by the TBP
ex. traction in the hydrochloric acid solution in accordance with the discovery that

tborium chloride remarkably differs from tiranium chloride in their distribution
coeficient in TBP. Distribution coefficient and sep<aration coeff}cient of thorium

and uranium were sought Åírom the experimental result that thorium (100g ThO,/l)
and uraniurn (100g U30s/l) in 4M-hydrochloric acid soltition were extracted with
309o! TBP by the process of solvent extraction as mentioned in section (i). These
results are shown in Table 6. Tlie distribution coefficient of the each' metal nitrate

was also described in Table 6 together with the puypese of comparison.

        Table 6. Distribution coeficient ancl separation coefficient of chlorides of
                Th and U, and of nitrates of these metals at TBP etraction.

kind of salt l conÅëentrate
I (g/l) i d gggr.'p,\gkkn i

uranyl chloride

thorium chloride

uranyl chloride

uranyl nitrate

thorium nitrate

uranyl nitrate

separation coethcient
    (U to Th)

l
I
:
l

U,Os

Th02
U{iOs

U30s
rrh02

U30s

100

100

 10

100

100

 10

I
i
l
i
I
l
I

I
I
I
I
I
E

 0.91

 o.ell

 6.13

 7.62

 0.98

36.eo l

}
}
}
}

 82.7

557.2

 7.8

 37.8
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    From the values of the distribution coeficient of thorium and uranium, it is
found that uranium in hydrochloric acid is well extracted with TBP, but thorittm
is not almost extracted. In the fol}owing experiments, the separatien conditions of
uranium and thorium in hydrochloric acid solution were determined.

    (l) Effect of hydrochloric acid concentration
    The results are shown iR Fig. 5, that the relation between the quantities of
hydrochloric acid transferred into TBP and hydrochloric acid concentration in feed
was determined with 10Åë.c. of 2-vlOM--hydrochloric acid, and that the distribtion
coethcient of uranyl chleride and of thorium Åëhloride at each acicl concentration

was determined with 10c.c. of
2-v6M-hydrochloric acid solution
containing uranium (10g UsOs/l),
and ihorium (leOg Th02/l). Ac-
cording to Fig. 5, the quantities of

the hydrochloric acid transferred

into TBP increase abruptly at
5M-acid concentration in feed,
and the distributioR coeMcients of
uranium and thorium also increase
as well as acid quantity in TBP.
    The facts that the distribution

coeMcients of uranlum chloride
and thorium chloride show the
iarge difference, and that the
solubie quantity of hydrochloric
acid in TBP exceedingly differes
from that ef nitric acid, are con-
sidered to occur parhaps by the
difference of chloride and nitrate
in the ionization degree. Further
theoretical discussion on this pro-
blem, however, is not attempted in
    The suitable hydrochloric
into TBP and thorium remaines in
chloric acid, the solution is

    For the next experiment,
ThO,/l) and uranium (10g U30s/l)
was treated with 200 c,c. of TBP.

    From Table 7, it is fotmd
uranium and of thorium and the
and 56.06, and that at more than
while the separation ratio of '
hydrochloric acid is the most

   

 il;  i.o .M.
 _

    
       fiydroÅëhloric acid Åëoncentration (M)

  Fig. 5. I)istribution coeMÅëient of chloride of Th
    and U and soluble quantity of HCI in solvent
    at TBP extraÅëtion in hydrechloric acid solution
    to various hydrochloric acid conceRtratioiis.

    paper.
concentration at which uranium is transferred
      solution is 4--4.5M. Below 3M-hydro-
  emulsionized in the actual process.

 of selution that contains both thorium (100g
    that contains a}so varied hydrochleric acid
     results are shown in Table 7.
 at the acidity 4.5M the extractioh ratio of
   ' ratio of these metals reach 909o!, l..69oi

   the extraction ratio of ttranium increases,
  and thorium decreases. Accordingly, 4.5M-
 acid concentration in this process.

       tltis

   acid

      aqueous
frequently
  100 c.c.

        and
       These
    that
     separatlon
     4.5M

 uramum
  suitable
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  Table 7. Extraction ratio
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of chleride of Th and U to varied hydrochloric acid concent.

acid
               extracted
(M) , '' (g)'  ' l

(Th02)

    (%)

3.0

4.0

4.5

5.0

5.5

6.0

:
i 0.1132

0.2490

O.l596

0.2964

0.5260

1.0944

 1.13 ( 1.57)

 1.49 ( 1.77)

 1.60 ( 2.15)

 2.96 ( 6.45)

 5.26 ( -)
10.94 (20.00)

'

extracted U30s

(g)
1

(9/o)

l

]

0.7084

0.8650

0.8953

0.9204

0.9311

0.9352

I
l
i
i

1

70.84

86.50

89.53'

92.04

93.11

93.52

(66.7)

(92.4)

(95.0)

(96.3)

( nd)
(96.9)

AR."

v
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D
x"
ts

ts

.9
ti

k
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.9

B
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    ( ) the value in the Åëase containing uranium and therium separately

    (2) Effect of volurne ratio of TBP to aqueous solution
    In order to determine the relatioR betweeR the extraction ratio of uranium and
thorium and tke volume ratio of TBP to aqueous solution, with 100c.c. of 4.5M-
hydrochloric acid soluion containing uranium (10g •U30s/l), and thorium (100g
rh02/l), several experiments were repeated under the xroluine ratio of TBP to feed,
1.0, 1.5,-••2.5. The result is shown in Fig. 6. According to Fig. 6, the volume
ratio of TBP to aqueous solution, when it is 2, is thought fit te obtain the uranium

                                               extraction ratio 909o' and the
                                                          ratio 56. At more  
  

  

Fig. 6.

 R.E.
 TBP

 I.0 l.S 2.0 2.5 3.g 3.S
Volumae ratio of T.B.P. to aqueous sol.

 Extraction ratio of chloride of Th, U and
 to varied volume ratio, (solvent/feed) at
 extraction in hydroÅëhloric acid solution.

separation
than this volume ratio, the sepa-
ration ratio decreases with the
increase of the thorium extract

    (3) Effect of meta} concent-
ration in aqueous solution
    The'conÅëentration of thorium,
uranium, iron, rare earth metals
etc. in hydrochleric acid so}ution

is determined by the water con-
tent in hydroxide cake separateG
from the above nitric acid selu-
tion. When the undried cake
filtered from the nitric acid solu-

tion was dissoived in 379oi hydro-

chloric acid and its acid con-
centration was adjusted to 4.5M,
the each metal conÅëentration in
the solution is, thorium, about
100g of Th02 per litre, uranium,
about 10g of U30, per litre and
iron, 0.1--0.5g of Fe203 per litre.
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    With 4M-hydrochloric acid solution which contained more than the
quantities of iron and uranium, twice extractions were carried out with
whose volume ratio to aqtieous solution is 2; the experimental resuits are
in Table 8.

        Table 8. Extraction ratio of chloride of U, Fe, Th and R.E. to a nurnber
                of times of multiple extraction at TBP extraction.

above
 TBP,
shown

kincl of chloride

content in feed
   100 c.c. (g)

lst ext. quantity (g)

  ts ratio (O/6)
2nd ext. quantity (g)

  " ratio (0/e)
total ext. ratio (9/o)

    By Table 8, it
than 95.0.oi by once extraction

but when uranium
Rare earth eiements
to reduce the rare
extraction of nitrate

    (4) Stripping
    The stripping of
more easy than the
distribution coefucient

acid concentration in

the quantity of hydrochloric
the amount of stripping,
thorium, uranium ancl
strlppmg process was
these metals in each
Table 9.

        Table 9. Stripping quantity of
                times of stripping at

iL._+Thl.rfty.ly.muS}ig9e?...._..mml.........il.gl"gre.?g?2...ww 1(h..o.:i16-,iy.iraE2,seshs

 i.oooo l 2.sooe I s.oooo l, o.oseo I o.zooo l o.isoo io.ooo l i.oooo

 o.gs21l 2.226g 3.gs6s o.o4g6 o.ogs6l o.14s6l o.21ssl o.o242

 95.21 I 89.08 79.76 97.2 98.6 99.1 2.19 2.42
 O.0376I 0.2362 0.94141 O.OO12 O.OO12 O.OOII 0.2237 O.0189

       ii l  3.76 l 9.44 It8.83 2.4 1.2 i                                          2.24 I                                                  1.89                                    0.7       ll 98.97 i 98.52 98.59 99.6 99.8 I 99,8 4.43 4.31       lIis found that extraction ratio of uranium and iron is reached more
        in the solution of thorium concentration, iOOg Th02/l,
concentration is more tlian that, twice extractions are required.
 also are partly extracted and tlais extraction process is useful

 earths which can not be removed completely by both the TBP
 an(l the fractional precipitation of hydroxide.

condition

  uranium from TBP treated in hydrochloric acid .qoltttion is
 uranium stripping from TBP in nitric acid, because the uraniurn
   in hydrochloric acid is smaller than that in nitric acid. The
  the stripping solution decreases speedily due to the fact that
        acid transferred iBto TBP is little. In order to decide
 ' after 100c.c. of 4M-hydrochloric acid solution containing
   iron respectively had been extracted with 300c.c. of TBP,
   carried out thrice with water, 300c.c. at each stripping, and
   stripping solution were analysed. The result is shown in

chloride of U, Fe and Th to the multiple
TBP extraction.

kind of chloride

content in feed
 100 c.c. (g)

uramum
 0.1000
(g) '

.g.u.3o,).........

I (' %)
once strlp.

twice strip.

thrice strip.

   total

l
l 0.9388

O.O085

O.O048

0.9521

I
l
i
i

I
I

lron
l
l
I

 o.iooo (Fe,03) l
(g) l (o!A) I

thorium

10.0000 (Th02)
(g) l (o•s)

 gs.6o l

 0.90
 0.50
100.00

i

o.0948 l 96.15 l 0,2158
          2.74 I e.oo36O.O027 l
o.oeii i i.i2 i o.ooo4
O.0986 I 100.00 i 0.2288

 99.56

 0.12
 O.02
100.00
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    We can cenciude from it that in this case, it is suffcient to carry out the stripping

once with vtrater, whose veiume ratio to TBP is 2.
    As the recovery method of uranium from the stripping solution, it is desirab}e
that the vtraRium is first condenced as crude sodium uranat'e, and then is purified
continueusiy. After iron and therium in the stripping solution had been removed
by the neutralization until pH 6.0 with sodium carbonate-sodium bicarbonate solution,
uranium in the filtrate was precipitated as sodium uranate with hydrochloric acid
and caustic sodia by the Åëonventional rnethod. In erder to purify the uranium from
the sodium uranate, tlie method either of solvent extraction or of ion-exchange is
adopted commonly.

    (5) Recovery condition of thorium in hydrechloric acid sol"tion
    In a thorium nitrate proCluction it is required that thorium in the hydrochloric
acid solution is precipitated for the removal of chloride. Fer the precipitant in
this precess, ammonium carbonate was used for two rencsons: one is that thorium
earbonate is erystaline precipitcate which is lower in chioride adsorption and is
easily washed and filtrated, tlxe other is that the uranium which remains in the
solution can be removed completely from the thoriuma precipitate as uranium car-
bonate comp}ex. In this process, the following attention is required: the addition
ef ammonlum carbollate should be stopped at pH 6 to prevent the redissolution of
thorium precipitate as carbonate cemplex.

(III) Pilot f)tant study
                              RawvaaTeriat                                              3e% "r. B. P.                                                                    70%HN03                                      93'!.HNOs                                                     3SZ HCt                                                            30XN OH
    In order to examine the
adaptability of the process
on a Iarge scale, a series
of runs in pilot-plane equip-

me'nt was carried out. The
fiow sheet of the process
which was obtained as a
result of the above investiga-

tions is shown in Fig. 7.

    (i) Dissolution of crude
hyclroxide cake in nitric acid.

    10e kg ef crude thorium-

uranium hydroxide cal<e
(Table 1) was placed in A
3001 steam j'acl<eted pfat{(ller

kett}e fitted with an agitator.

To it was added 989o- nitric

acid, 100kg of acid/IOOkg
of c.ake. The mixture was
diluted until 250l with water
and heated at 90 -vlOOOC for
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1 hr• in order to evaporate nitrogen moikoxide gas, which breaks down TBP. The
acid solution in which was suspended solid material ccnsisting mostly of silica,
titania and iron oxide was filtered under a pressure with steel filtei" coRsisting of•

ene horizontal plate. The sluryy is waskecl with 70xilOel oÅí water of the filter.
The acidselution was then transferred into a storage tank. By this treatment, the
concentration of acid and thorium in the solution was adjusted to 4"--4.5M-nitric
acid cand to 95 -vllOg of ThO, per litre. Concentrtation of a typicttl cacicl solntion is

shown in Table 10.

         Table 10. Composition of nitric acid soltttion of crude hydroxide cake
                  (feed for TBP extraction).

lll161IStiEll-eii:--'lilllkgli'IJvggllil'IIgJ63rmljww'Sk61il'lliptgelJ.t['51!SI.mmlVhiid'llcEEg4eglllili'Iiiil.I.

  grams per litre f 9g.82I 8.21 i 4.34 i 2.39 o.87 I 2.80 I 4.1

    (ii) Extraction ef thorium and uranittm xvitla trybutyl phosphate ap_d precipi-
tation of hydroxide with ainmonia
    The extraction prccess of one batch censisted of txvice extractie•ns and twice
strippings after each extraction. 501 of feed of one lot was pltificed in rr}ixser
settler extyactQr (.Fig. 8A). Into it was ch.arged 309e! '[['BP--kerosene, 1001 of
solvent/501 of feed. After agitat'ion for 10 min"tes the mixture was sett}ed for 30
minutes in order to separate two phases complete}y. The selvent phase transferred
into the extractor <B) with syphon was stripped with w-ater, 2001 of water/IOOI
of solveRt, by agitating for 10
minutes. The mixture was settied
for 30 minutes. The solvent was
agaln transferrred into the extractor

(C) and twice strippiRgs were
carried out wkh water, 1001 of
soivent. The solvent which had
been twice stripped recycled to
the first extraction of the next lot.

The acid concentration of the
rafinate obtained frem the first
extraction was adjusted to about
4M. by the acldition of 14N nitric
acid, 5kg of acid/50lof feed. The
second extraction and stripping were
with fresh TBP (in the case of the
second extraction of the preceding '
the seÅëond extraction recycled to the
R.affmate obtained from the second
earths and unextracted thorium.
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      Fig. 8. Equipments of solvent extraction.

    carriecl out in the above-mentioned precess
 next lot, with TBP whicla recycled from the
lot). Solvent which liad been twice stripped at

   second extractiop. at the next let extraction.

extraction was offered for the recovery of rare
Stripping solution from the first extraction and
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that from the second were combined in a neutralization vessel.
    The combined solution was partially neatralized by the addition of ammonium
hydroxide. This operation was carried out with a high speed agitation. Before
neutralization, sodium nitride, 100g of salt/501 of feed, was added in erder to reduce

cerric salt. To the acid solution was added a dilute ammonium hydroxide until an
equilibrium pH of 5.8-v6.0 as measured with a glass caiomel electrode pl{ meter.
The separatien of hyClroxide slurry was required to carry out at least twice filtra-
tions and one washing in order to remove the mother w.ater containing nitrate and
rare earths. Before each filtration, the slurry was settled ancl as much supernatant
liquor as possible was removed by decantation. The filtrations were carried out
with an rotary drum vacuum filter ,it 380 mm of Hg vacuum. After fiitration, the
cake was repulped aRd vigorously stirred in water. The repulped slurry was
settled again, (lecanted and filtered. The final wet cake was transferred into a
storcage vessel. A typical analysis of obtained cake is given in Table li.

            Table il. Yieid and composition of refining thorium-uranium
                     hydroxide cake.

comp. I Th02
      l
(%) i lt6.5s

R203 l U30,
     I

Fe203 , Ti02 S P20r. I ig.loss l H,0

o.o2s I

     '
1.3g l o.ols
     J

        O.032O.OOI I
i

2.07 79,93

    Yield-Cake 24.51<g. Th02, 4.05kg (81.30/,), U,0, 0.34kg (83.9r%o), ( ) contents of
         Th and of U in thorium-uranium ca!<e to these contents in feed.

    (iii) I)issolution of hydroxide ca}<e iR hydrochloric acid and extraction of
uranium by tributyl phosphate.
    Thorium-uranium hydroxide cake was next transferred into stoneware vessel
futed with a steam-jacketed pfaudler. To it was added 359o/ hydrochioric acid,
2ekg of acid/50kg of cake. The mixture was heated nearly to the boiling point
for 30 minutes. By the heating, ch}orine gas could be alrnost evoluted from acid
solution. The acid solution wcas theR charged in a rnixer settler extractor (Fig. 8).

To it was added 30.0o! TBP-kerosene, 1001 of solvent/501 ef feed. After mixing
with moderate agitation for 10 mintttes, the mixture was settled for 30 minutes in
order to separate each phase of solvent and raff}nate corr}pletely. The decomposed
material of solvent often occurecl between solvent and raranate. Accordingly, the
separation ef the thyee phases of solvent, raffmate and decomposed niaterial was
required. The solvent and raMnate were separated from each other by syphon
and transferred into the extraÅëtor (B) and a storage vessel. After the middle
phase which consists mainly of decornposed material of solvent, liad been filterad
with a glass fiber filter, solvent and rathnate obtained by filtration were added to
each main phase. The solvent was stripped with water, 2001 of water/1001 of
solvent, by agitation for 10 minutes and settlement for 30 rninutes. After the
solvent had been separ.ftted by syphon, it recycled to solvent extraction of the
next lot.
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    The stripping solution containing uraniurn was neutralized until p}I 6.0 with
10.0.o' sodinm carbonate-sodium bicarbonate solution (weight ratio of carbonate to

bicarbonate is 1) with agitation. The supernatant liquor was transferred into a
reaction vessel fitte6 with a steam-jacketed pfaudler. The precipitate which con-
sisted mainly of iron and thorium was filtered in centrifugal filter, and its cake was

repulped with water and again filtered. The fin.ftl cake was usecl for the preperation

of nitric acid feed with crude thoriurn-aranium hydroxide cake. Two filtrates were

combined with the supernatant liquor. To it was added 359oi hydroch}oric acid
until about pH 3 and the solution was heated to the boiling point in order to break

carbonate cornplex and to remove carbon dioxide. After the heating had been
finished, to it was added 10.0.o! sodium hydroxide solution until about pH 9 and the

occured uranium precipitate was settled, decanted and filtered. The cal<e was
repulped in water, decanted .and again filtered. The final wet cake was dried on
oven at leO-wllOOC to constant weight. Compositien and yield of the obtained
yellow cake are given in Table 12.

             Table 12. Yield and compositition of natrium uranate cake
                      (of the first lot).

              i  comp. U30s l Na20

  (o/.) l s3.gl g.77 o.19
       {
    Yield-Cake 0.38kg, I330s 0.32kg,

    (iv) Recovery of thorium
    Rafinate containing thoriiim
volume as the raMnate. To it

bicarbonate solution was

had been settled completely, the

pump. The slurry was repulped
as much chloride and remainlng
rotary drum vacuum filter. The
again filtered.

    The final cake was
dissolved in nitric acid until tlie

silica from the soltttion. The

lizing dish tmtil the surface of
with agitation of the selution,

evaporation of nitric acid gas.
shown in Table 13.

                    'T''h6i'(fi'!6,) Fe16", I Tio, l Ai2o3 l p2os I sio2 Iig•iossi N20

                                o.os tr l tr l o.os o.2o 3.g6 i o.4s

                               U in yellow cake to that in original feed, 78.09/o.

                            salts
                             was diluted wlth water until three times as greact
                            was added 10.0.o! ammonium liydroxide until thorium
hydroxide began to precipitate (until abeut p}II 2) and the addition of 59o' ammonium

                      continued until pH 6.5. After the precipitate of carbonate
                              supernatant liquor was removed by the help of
                               in water, settled and again decanted to remove
                              solvent as possible. The slurry filtered with a
                             cake was repulped in water, settled, decanted and

                     transferred into the r-eaction vessel fitted with a heater and

                              clear solution is obtained by heating. The nitric
acid solutien wcns filtered with a suctiop filter in order to remove the fine segregcated

                           filtered acid solution was next evaporated in crystal-
                              the selution was crystallized a little. By cooling
                           thorium nitrate crystal was segregated out with the
                             Composition of the ebtained thorium nitrate is
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Table 13. Yield and composition of obtainecl thorium nitrate crystal
         (of the first loO.

 colll5• Th02l R20a lFe2o3 Tio2 iAi2o3 l'cao I u3os soi i p2or. i sio2 lig• IogsV fl26

  (oD l47.7sl o.os o.ol o.o2l tr l, o.o2io.ol o.23 o.11I tr l 47.80 3.84

  Yield---Cake 8.30 kg, Tb02 3,96 l<g, Th in thorium nitrate to that of original feed, 79.4%•

    rhe ebtained thorium nitrate can be supplied intact as coiznmercial prodttct,
and for the purpose of the use of the atom.ic ep,ergy it should be purified by a
solvent extraction or an ion-exchange process.

                                Cextcluslozz

    The process which has been investigated by the author, consists of following
two main reactions :
    (l) Both thorium and uranium are extracted with tributyl phosphate from the
        nitric acid selutiop. of tlie crude thorium-uranium hydroxide,
    (2) Uraniuip_ is extracted with tributyl phesphate from the hydrochlorlc aci(i

        solution of the refined thorium-urcnnium hydroxrde and thorium remains
        in rafiinate.
    By appling these two reactions, the author successecl in preducing uranium
yellew cake ap.d cernrr/iercial grade tlaoritim nitrate from crude tliorium-uranium
hydrexide cal<e obtained frem mon,ftzite by sulfuric acid treatment or coustic soda
treatment.
    The characteristics of this process is that the extractlon and separation of
thor!iim and uranium can be carried out with same selvent only by changing the
kind of acid.

    An inclustrial value of this investigation consists in th.at this precess offers
some advantages that the thorium an(l uranium products obtained are relatively
purer; and their cost is dowri lower than those by conventioncal carbonate-hydrogen
peroxlde methed of oxcalate. Accordlngly, this process has been used as one of
the processes of the thorium and uranium production in Japan since 2956. Batch
extraction in this process sheuld be converted to continuous extractien with the
increase of thorium deinaiad, and the application of continuous extraction probably

can be cost-dowR by the increase of extraction ratio tftnd the improvement of
working efficiency.
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